
RTITB Lift Truck Instructor Re-Registration/
Conversion - 5x Day

Course Introduction

The RTITB 5x Day Conversion or Re-Registration course is for qualified or recently
expired (within the last 24 months) Lift Truck Instructors looking to refresh their
qualification and renew their registration.

This course is also available to currently registered AITT, ITSSAR, LANTRA and NPORS
Lift Truck Instructors wishing to convert to an RTITB qualification.

Please ensure you've familiarised yourself with the course prerequisites, found below,
before booking this course. For any further support please get in touch! 

If you don't meet the course prerequisites, head here to view our novice course
options.

Course Pre-Requisites

Re-Registration Candidates must be able to evidence an RTITB registration
number or lift truck certificate which is in date, or expired within the last
24 months.
Re-Reg candidates with certification that has expired by over 24 months will need
to attend the full 10 day initial instructor course.
Conversion candidates must be able to evidence an in date and current instructor
certificate issued by an ABA for Workplace Transport, which is current or expired
by no more than 24 months.
Alternatively, Conversion candidates can also hold one of the following
qualifications, which is active or expired within the last 12x months:
Registered RTITB LGV/ ICI Instructor
IPAF Instructor
CITB/ Construction Skills Instructor
ALLMI Instructor
LEEA Instructor
PASMA Instructor
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ROSPA Instructor, ROSPA international diploma in advanced instruction or master
training
BRITTOp Instructor
Each learner must be able to evidence completion of the full eTruck eLearning
course within 36 months of the course start date. 
Have good communication skills, with the confidence to deliver training to others.

Course Topics

Full (for conversion) or refresher (for re-reg) RTITB eTruck eLearning Theory
Health & Safety Requirements in accordance to the HASWA 74, LOLER 98 7
PUWER 98
Lesson Planning, Preparation & Delivery
RTITB practical assessment

Course Benefits

The RTITB Lift Truck Instructor Re-Reg/ Conversion course will provide experienced
instructors with the opportunity to refresh their skills and knowledge to  or convert
from existing qualifications, to the RTITB standard. This is ideal for organisations
looking to upskill and train internal team members to deliver internal training to the
industry leading accredited standards of RTITB, whilst saving on costs.

On successful completion of the course, instructors will also be able to register to the
RTITB international register of professional instructors. This is a network of over 5000
instructors, trained to the RTITB standard. Find out more about the benefits of the
RTITB register of professional instructors, by clicking here.

Assessment Method

Each learner is individually assessed throughout the training delivery. On the final day
of delivery, each learner is then assessed externally by a qualified RTITB examiner.

Qualification Expiry
5 Years
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